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Care of the chronically ill and disabled aged. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1961 no. 7
Residential treatment of maladjusted children, a survey and recommendations for Hawaii.
  KFH421.5 L35 A25 56-1
The Dept. of Public Welfare; an administrative survey. KFH421.5 L35 A25 51-3

Indigenous peoples

The Maori affairs program. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1964 no. 1d
Insurance

Autism spectrum disorders and mandated benefits coverage in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 13-2
Variable annuity contracts under state statutes relating to securities and to insurance. KFH421.5 L35 A25 06-4
The feasibility of establishing a common medical fee schedule for workers' compensation, motor vehicle insurance, and prepaid health care. KFH421.5 L35 A25 00-3
Teeth on edge: the debate on dental insurance in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 97-4
Competitive practices in Hawaii's health care industry. KFH421.5 L35 A25 96-2
Factors influencing competition among health plan providers. KFH421.5 L35 A25 94-11
The feasibility of requiring all licensed attorneys to carry legal malpractice insurance. KFH421.5 L35 A25 92-6
Access to property insurance in areas susceptible to natural disasters. KFH421.5 L35 A25 89-2
Report to the Fourteenth Legislature pursuant to section 3 of Act 347, Session Laws of Hawaii 1987 (to coordinate the development of an alternative to the state's insurance premium tax law). KFH421.5 R47 A85 88-110
Third party reimbursement of clinical social workers. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1985 no. 2
Motorcycles under the Hawaii no fault law. KFH191 A46 A85 1984
Prepaid health care in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1971 no. 2
Credit life and credit disability insurance in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1969 no. 3
Temporary disability insurance. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1969 no. 1
Protection against the financially irresponsible motorist. KFH421.5 R45 A85 (61-2)
Automobile insurance rates in Hawaii. KFH421.5 R45 A85 (61-1)
Group insurance for public employees. HD7102 H32 H3 1961
State compensation insurance funds. KFH421.5 L35 A25 48-2

International

The question of an Office of International Affairs. KFH421.5 L35 A25 04-1
Foreign lenders and mortgage activity in Hawaii. HG2040 U62 H3 1968
Supplemental tables for the foreign trade zone, its feasibility in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 59-1 Supp.
The foreign trade zone, its feasibility in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 59-1

Judiciary, see Courts

Labor

Workers' compensation fee schedules, maximum allowable fees, and comparative reimbursements. KFH421.5 L35 A25 07-5
Selected issues in work-family policy; a brief overview. KFH421.5 L35 A25 07-1
Using sick leave to care for family members: issues and options. KFH421.5 L35 A25 03-1
A Hawaii living wage law: contracted state services. KFH421.5 L35 A25 00-4
The feasibility of establishing a common medical fee schedule for workers' compensation, motor vehicle insurance, and prepaid health care. KFH421.5 L35 A25 00-3
The medical fee schedule for the workers' compensation law. KFH421.5 L35 A25 98-8
Family leave. KFH421.5 L35 A25 92-13
Telecommuting: the ride of the future. KFH421.5 L35 A25 92-2

Working to learn, learning to work: secondary education's dilemma. KFH421.5 L35 A25 90-8

Parental or family leave in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 89-3

Employer assisted dependent care. KFH421.5 L35 A25 88-10

Definition of an "independent contractor" under Hawaii's labor laws. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1987 no. 1

Hawaii unemployment insurance benefit financing system: a review of two proposals.

HD7096 U62 H3 1978

Prepaid health care in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1971 no. 2

Temporary disability insurance. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1969 no. 1

The Hawaii wage and hour law: employee coverage and economic effects.

KFH421.5 L35 A25 1968 no. 2

Study of the workmen's compensation law in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1963 no. 1

A study of extending unemployment insurance to agricultural labor in Hawaii.

KFH421.5 L35 A25 (57-1)

State compensation insurance funds. KFH421.5 L35 A25 48-2

A digest of proposals for combatting unemployment in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 55-1

Financial reports of labor unions. KFH421.5 L35 A25 47-4

Landfills

Sanitary landfills in Hawaii (with a case study of Puu Palailai). KFH421.5 L35 A25 88-5

Land use

Rocksides: an examination of legislation in different states. KFH421.5 L35 A25 06-3

Waikiki developments: streamlining the regulatory process. KFH421.5 L35 A25 98-4

A warehouse district for Hawaii?. KFH421.5 L35 A25 93-1

Public use and access in the Diamond Head Crater. GV983 H6 N57 1988

Ohana zoning: a five year review. KFH421.5 L35 A25 88-1

The land use law revisited: land uses other than urban. KFH458 A85 C48 1970

Major landholdings in Hawaii: data on land ownership and land use. HD211 H3 H3 1961

A study of large land owners in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 57-2

Law

To see or not to see: public notice of legal ads. KFH421.5 L35 A25 95-6

Compilation of the Hawaii Revised Statutes as amended by the 1993 regular and special session laws.

KHF40 H36 1993

Response to Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 199 (1991) re gender neutral terms in the Hawaii Revised Statutes. KFH421.5 R47 A85 92-60

Gender neutralizing the Hawaii Revised Statutes. KFH421.5 L35 A25 92-5

How to research constitutional, legislative, and statutory history in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L37 A25 1986


Equality of rights: statutory compliance. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1979 no. 3

Revision of state or territorial statutes. KFH421.5 L35 A25 58-1

The Hawaiian Organic Act. KFH30.5 H32 1955
Uniform acts currently promulgated by the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws; a comparison of uniform acts with comparable provisions of the Revised Laws of Hawaii 1945. KFH421.5 L35 A25 (50-9)

Digest and index of laws enacted. Ref. KFH38 H38 (1945-1983)

Legislative service agencies

A legislator's guide to the LRB. JK9374 H36 1996


The ombudsman. KF5423 A85 H3 1965

Legislative services in the Pacific and the 1963 summer seminar for legislative service aides. JF527 M44 (1964)

Reports of the Legislative Reference Bureau; an annotated bibliography. Z7161 S64 1963

State legislative councils: their organization and operations. JK2495 H32 1962

The Legislative Reference Bureau. JK9374 K36 1959

Legislative aids. JK2415 H3 1950 H54 (April 1948)

Statement of policy regarding use of the facilities of the Legislative Reference Bureau by persons other than governmental officers and agencies. KFH421.5 L35 A25 (45-2)

Legislative Reference Bureau. Annual reports. JK9374 H32 (1944 thru 1952-53)

Legislature

The feasibility of establishing a state capitol maintenance program under the Legislature. KFH421.5 L35 A25 96-5

Hawaii calling: is there something better than a coconut wireless? KFH421.5 L35 A25 95-2

Bills introduced during the regular session. Ref. KFH40 H35 (1994-2009)

Index of bills; resolution index. KFH40 H35 (year) Index (1991-92 thru 1993-94)


Introducer list for bills (by senator). Ref. KFH40 H35 (1983-1993)

Introducer list for bills (by representative). Ref. KFH40 H35 (1983-1993)

Bills and resolutions by primary introducer. Ref. KFH40 H35 (1978)

Resolutions adopted by the Hawaii State Legislature, regular session. KFH421.5 R34 A24 (1975-1995)

Hawaii legislative drafting manual. KFH421.5 B5 A84 (1974-1996)

Manual of procedures for processing magnetic card recorded bills and resolutions in the Hawaii State Legislature. JK9349 P36 H34 1971


Hawaii bill drafting manual. KFH421.5 B5 A84 (1966, 1969, 1971)

Legislative measures by introducer. Ref. KFH40 H35 (1965-1975)

Final cumulative index and final status of bills and resolutions. Ref. KFH40 H35 (1964-1969)

Requests by the Hawaii State Legislature to agencies and officials of federal, state and county governments and quasi public and private agencies. KFH421.5 R36 A24 (1963-current)

The Hawaii Legislature: its organization and operation. JK9371 H66 1963

Pre-session filing and related procedures. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1960 no. 1


Reapportionment of the Territorial Legislature.  KFH421.5 L35 A25 58-2
Report of the Holdover Committee of 1949 to the Twenty-sixth Legislature of the Territory of Hawaii.  KFH421.5 L35 A25 (51-5)
Legislative expenditures: a comparative study of Hawaii and mainland jurisdictions.  KFH421.5 L35 A25 51-4
Retirement systems for legislators.  KFH421.5 L35 A25 49-5
Territorial legislature: organization and procedure. KFH421.5 L35 A25 49-3 1950 (2nd Rev.)
Territorial legislature: organization and procedure. KFH421.5 L35 A25 49-3 1950 (Rev.)
Territorial legislature organization and procedure.  KFH421.5 L35 A25 49-3
Legislative organization and procedure.  JK2415 H3 1950 H57 (June 1948)
Structure of the state legislatures.  JK2415 H3 1950 H49 (Jan. 1948)
Digest and index of laws enacted.  Ref. KFH38 H38 (1945-1983)
Final cumulative index of bills and resolutions.  Ref. KFH40 H35 (1945-1978)
Final status table of bills and resolutions.  Ref. KFH40 H35 (1945-1964)

Liquor
Intoxicating liquor laws in Hawaii and the industry.  KFH421.5 L35 A25 1969 no. 2

Marijuana
The grass is always greener: an updated look at other state medical marijuana programs.  KFH421.5 L35 A25 14-1
Access, distribution, and security components of state medical marijuana programs.  KFH421.5 L35 A25 09-2
In search of a viable distribution system for Hawaii's medical marijuana program.  KFH421.5 L35 A25 04-4

Marine resources
Water monitoring: protecting the aquatic environment.  KFH421.5 L35 A25 04-3
Compendium of state ocean and marine related policies.  KFH446 B73 1987
Marine resources and aquaculture programs in the state of Hawaii.  KFH421.5 L35 A25 1982 no. 3

Medallions
Sponsorship of state commemorative medallions: a feasibility study for Hawaii.  KFH421.5 L35 A25 1987 no. 5

Mental health, see Health

Military
Through Kolekole Pass: using Lualualei Naval Road as an emergency evacuation route.  KFH421.5 L35 A25 10-2
Motor vehicles

Cell phone use and motor vehicle collisions: a review of the studies. KFH421.5 L35 A25 05-4
Driving with insulin treated diabetes. KFH421.5 L35 A25 02-7
Review of Hawaii’s impaired driving statutes and recommendations for uniform statutory construction. KFH421.5 R47 A85 99-14
Stop, go, caution: the feasibility of transferring the traffic violations bureaus to the counties. KFH421.5 L35 A25 96-4
Periodic motor vehicle inspection in Hawaii: a study of selected issues. KFH421.5 L35 A25 95-7
Motor vehicle registration emblems in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 94-3
Cellular phones and highway safety. KFH421.5 L35 A25 92-9
Nonresident traffic violation enforcement. KFH421.5 L35 A25 91-5
The feasibility of centralized motor vehicle administration in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 90-3
Motorcycles under the Hawaii no fault law. KFH191 A46 A85 1984
A study concerning the relationships between certain new car dealers and their wholesale distributors. KFH281.5 A8 A85 1972
New car warranties. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1972 no. 1
Rules of the road for motor vehicle drivers in Hawaii: a comparative report. KFH297.8 Z95 P87 1970
Trial of traffic cases in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1970 no. 1
Protection of the financially irresponsible motorist. KFH421.5 R45 A85 (61-2)
Automobile insurance rates in Hawaii. KFH421.5 R45 A85 (61-1)
Governmental use of automobiles in Hawaii: a study of publicly owned and privately reimbursed automobile usage in the territory of Hawaii and the city and county of Honolulu. KFH421.5 L35 A25 54-4

Museums, see Arts and Culture

Natural resources

Commercial forestry in Hawaii; an annotated bibliography. SD144 H3 F72 1964
Mineral rights and mining laws. KFH421.5 L35 A25 57-3

Nonprofits, see Charities

Occupations

Sunrise reviews: regulatory structures and criteria. KFH421.5 L35 A25 02-6
Social work in Hawaii: an examination of some regulatory issues. KFH421.5 L35 A25 00-6
"Above the line, below the line": a review of selected issues concerning the state constructed dental licensing examination. KFH421.5 L35 A25 99-1
Privatizing continuing education of real estate brokers and salespersons in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 97-3
In the eye of the beholder: the feasibility of a therapeutic drug law for optometrists in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 94-8
The feasibility of requiring all licensed attorneys to carry legal malpractice insurance. KFH421.5 L35 A25 92-6
Regulation of Hawaii’s roofing industry. KFH421.5 L35 A25 90-6

Occupational and physical therapists in public schools: the quest for parity. KFH421.5 L35 A25 89-12

Third party reimbursement of clinical social workers. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1985 no. 2

Regulation of physical therapy in Hawaii. KFH326.5 T52 A85 1984

Privileged communication and counseling in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1976 no. 1

Prepaid legal services and Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1975 no. 4

Licensure of foreign dental graduates. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1971 no. 4

Professional and occupational regulatory boards and commissions of the state of Hawaii.

KFH440 A85 M59 1970

Feasibility of regulating public tax preparers. KFH471 A85 K33 1970

New patterns of health care: the physician's assistant. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1970 no. 2

Nursing in Hawaii, 1968. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1969 no. 4

The role of the state in the regulation of pharmacy. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1963 no. 4

Nursing and nursing education in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1962 no. 3

Free choice of physician in Hawaii's medical care program; an appraisal. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1961 no. 2

Parks

Kahana: what was, what is, what can be. KFH421.5 L35 A25 01-5

Pests

Filling the gaps in the fight against invasive species. KFH421.5 L35 A25 02-1

State reporting requirements for general use pesticides. KFH421.5 L35 A25 13-3

Petroleum, see Energy

Plants

Filling the gaps in the fight against invasive species. KFH421.5 L35 A25 02-1

Police

Feasibility study on the consolidation and placement of state police functions and powers.

HV7571 H3 M59 1970

Population

Hawaiian demographic data: 'ehia kanaka maoli? KFH421.5 L35 A25 98-5

Preserving the quality of life in Hawaii: a strategy for population growth control.

KFH421.5 L35 A25 1979 no. 2

In-migration as a component of Hawaii population growth: its legal implications.

KFH421.5 L35 A25 1973 no. 2

Survey of population data to see if number of individuals who are eligible for medical assistance can be determined. RA410.54 H3 N33 1969

Prisons, see Public safety
Privacy

Privacy of medical records: enforcement of Hawaii's new law. KFH421.5 L35 A25 00-1
Access to confidential records in a state archives. KFH421.5 L35 A25 88-7
Privileged communication and counseling in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1976 no. 1

Privatization

Privatization in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A26 1997
Privatizing continuing education of real estate brokers and salespersons in Hawaii.
KFH421.5 L35 A25 97-3

Probate

Uniform probate code: questions and answers. KFH144 Z9 H3 1976
Compilation of model probate code sections and comparative Hawaii statutes and court decisions.
KFH144 A4 H38 1961 os

Professions, see Occupations

Public administration

The state Satellite Office Program. KFH421.5 L35 A25 92-15
The feasibility of establishing a state travel agency in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 92-3
The feasibility of centralized motor vehicle administration in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 90-3
The feasibility of environmental reorganization for Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1985 no. 1
Organizing for state planning and economic development. HC107 T47 1963
Directory of state, county, and federal officials; supplement to Guide to government in Hawaii,
JK9330 L42 (1962-current)
Directory of agencies and officers of the Territory of Hawaii. JK9330 L42 (1945 thru 1957-59)
The structure of the Hawaii state government. JK9336 U52 1960
A summary of the Hawaii State Government Reorganization Act of 1959 (Act 1, 1959 2nd Special
Session) and list of bills passed by 1st and 2nd Special Sessions, 1959, First Legislature, state of
Hawaii. JK9336 U5 1959
Hawaii state government organization; selected memoranda. JK9341 U5 1959
Preliminary legislative proposals of territorial departments submitted to the governor of Hawaii;
supplement. KFH421.5 L35 A25 (58-3) Supp.
Preliminary legislative proposals of territorial departments submitted to the Governor of Hawaii.
KFH421.5 L35 A25 (58-3)
The Dept. of Public Welfare; an administrative survey. KFH421.5 L35 A25 51-3
Basic organizational plan, Hawaii state government, under proposed constitution of 1950.
JK9349 O7 A15 1950
Administrative survey of the Territory of Hawaii: post-auditing; preliminary report no. 8.
KFH421.5 L35 A25 (50-8)
Administrative survey of the Territory of Hawaii: business and commerce development; preliminary
report no. 7. KFH421.5 L35 A25 (50-7)
Administrative survey of the Territory of Hawaii: financial administration; preliminary report no. 6, draft no. 2. KFH421.5 L35 A25 (50-6)
Administrative survey of the Territory of Hawaii: purchasing services; preliminary report no. 5. KFH421.5 L35 A25 (50-5)
Administrative survey of the Territory of Hawaii: printing; preliminary report no. 4. KFH421.5 L35 A25 (50-4)
Administrative survey of the Territory of Hawaii: stenographic services; preliminary report no. 3. KFH421.5 L35 A25 (50-3)
Administrative survey of the Territory of Hawaii: mail and messenger services; preliminary report no. 2. KFH421.5 L35 A25 (50-2)
Administrative survey of the Territory of Hawaii: duplicating services; preliminary report no. 1. KFH421.5 L35 A25 (50-1)
Executive officers in state constitutions. JK2415 H3 1950 H53 (Feb. 1948)
Functions and activities of territorial and city and county agencies, including biographical data for territorial and city and county officers. KFH421.5 L35 A25 (48-9)
Territory of Hawaii: organization and functions of departments, boards and commissions. KFH421.5 L35 A25 (45-3)
City and county of Honolulu: organization chart and functions of departments, boards and commissions. KFH421.5 L35 A25 (44-3)

Public buildings
The feasibility of establishing a state capitol maintenance program under the Legislature. KFH421.5 L35 A25 96-5
Iolani Palace complex: some directions for the future. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1977 no. 2

Public contracts
A Hawaii living wage law: contracted state services. KFH421.5 L35 A25 00-4
The feasibility of charging private consulting firms for time and services rendered by state employees. JK9349 C7 I38 1970 (Dec.)
Architectural and engineering services for the state of Hawaii. KFH421.5 R45 A85 (62-3)
Governmental contracting and purchasing. KFH421.5 R45 A85 (62-2)
Survey of surveys; a tabulation of contracts entered into by state departments. HD3860 T3 1961

Public employees
Determining a judicial salary structure: what's fair? KFH421.5 L35 A25 97-5
"National service" as credited service for public retirement: issues and discussion. KFH421.5 L35 A25 94-4
Salary and benefits of public school principals and vice principals. KFH421.5 L35 A25 93-6
Phased retirement for public employees. KFH421.5 L35 A25 92-7
Alternative methods of compensating members of the OHA Board of Trustees. KFH421.5 L35 A25 92-1
Occupational and physical therapists in public schools: the quest for parity. KFH421.5 L35 A25 89-12
A study of the compensation plans for the secretarial classes. HD8011 H3 M37 1989
Health care benefit costs for retired public employees: issues and funding options. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1987 no. 8
Post-retirement increases in the Employees’ Retirement System of Hawaii. HD7105.35 U6 M3 1986
Temporary teachers appointment agreement of the Department of Education. LB2844.1 T4 G6 1986
The flexible working hours program for state employees. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1985 no. 4
The feasibility of job sharing by public employees in Hawaii: some preliminary considerations. JK9360 J63 N57 1977
The feasibility of charging private consulting firms for time and services rendered by state employees. JK9349 C7 I38 1970
Estimated costs of pay adjustments granted in 1962 to government employees for fiscal years 1962-63, 1963-64, and 1964-65. KFH421.5 R47 A85 63-22 os
Conflicts of interest laws. KFH421.5 R45 A85 (62-1)
Group insurance for public employees. HD7102 H32 H3 1961 os
Governmental employment in Hawaii, 1957-1960. KFH421.5 L35 A25 54-3 Supp. 2
Governmental employment in Hawaii, 1953-1956. KFH421.5 L35 A25 54-3 Supp. 1
Governmental employment in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 54-3
Government salaries in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 52-3
Retirement systems for legislators. KFH421.5 L35 A25 49-5
Civil service in the Territory of Hawaii. KFH3421.5 L35 A25 48-6

Public finance
A review of the capital improvement project allotment process and the memorandum of understanding between the Dept. of Education and the Dept. of Budget and Finance. KFH421.5 L35 A25 09-3
Federally mandated state programs during fiscal year 2001-2002. KFH421.5 L35 A25 01-4
SPRBs for private schools: practical and constitutional considerations. KFH421.5 L35 A25 01-2
Federally mandated state programs during fiscal year 1997-1998: operating funds. KFH421.5 L35 A25 97-1
Federally mandated state programs during the fiscal biennium 1993-1995. KFH421.5 L35 A25 95-1
A review of the definitions of special, revolving, and trust funds in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 93-7
Impact aid and the establishment of United States Dept. of Defense schools in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 93-4
Alternative methods of compensating members of the OHA Board of Trustees. KFH421.5 L35 A25 92-1
The Dept. of Education budget: selected issues in public school funding and accountability. KFH421.5 L35 A25 91-6
Collateralization requirements for state deposits. KFH421.5 L35 A25 89-5
Governmental use of automobiles in Hawaii: a study of publicly owned and privately reimbursed automobile usage in the territory of Hawaii and the city and county of Honolulu. KFH421.5 L35 A25 54-4
Territorial and county expenditures. KFH421.5 L35 A25 52-5
Legislative expenditures: a comparative study of Hawaii and mainland jurisdictions. KFH421.5 L35 A25 51-4
Constitutional budgetary and appropriation provisions. JK2415 H3 1950 H58 (June 1948)
Public school expenditures in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 48-7
Governmental expenditures in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 48-5

Public lands

Public use and access in the Diamond Head Crater. GV983 H6 N57 1988
Public land policy in Hawaii: an historical analysis. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1969 no. 5
Public land policy in Hawaii: major landowners. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1967 no. 3
Public land policy in Hawaii: land reserved for public use. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1966 no. 2
Public land policy in Hawaii: the multiple use approach. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1965 no. 1 Rev.
Public land policy in Hawaii: the multiple use approach. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1965 no. 1
Public land policy in Hawaii: land exchanges. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1964 no. 2
Hawaii's public land laws: 1897-1963; a statutory compilation. HD243 H3 H3 1963 os
Public lands as a public trust. HD1339 H3 B56 1962
Public land policies of the United States and the mainland states. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1961 no. 5

Public officials, see Public employees

Public records

Access to confidential records in a state archives. KFH421.5 L35 A25 88-7

Public safety

A department of corrections for Hawaii: a feasibility study. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1983 no. 1
Review of the implementation of the Hawaii Correctional Master Plan. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1982 no. 1
Feasibility study on the consolidation and placement of state police functions and powers.

HV7571 H3 M59 1970
Hawaii's prison system: a discussion of its components and their location. HV9475 H3 G68 1963

Public utilities

Undergrounding public utility lines. KFH421.5 L35 A25 99-2

KFH421.5 L35 A25 88-3
Public utility franchises. KFH285 L43 1961
The Hawaii Public Utilities Commission. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1961 no. 6

Public works

A review of the capital improvement project allotment process and the memorandum of understanding between the Dept. of Education and the Dept. of Budget and Finance. KFH421.5 L35 A25 09-3
Bends in the road: problems affecting the implementation of capital improvement projects.

KFH421.5 L35 A25 92-16
Capital improvements programs in Hawaii: a review of state legislative and executive responsibilities.

KFH421.5 L35 A25 1960 no. 2
Reapportionment
Reapportionment of the Territorial Legislature. KFH421.5 L35 A25 58-2
Constitutional provisions for legislative apportionment and reapportionment. JK2415 H3 1950 H56 (May 1948)

Real property
Commercial leases: the case for an economic analysis. KFH421.5 L35 A25 13-1
Preliminary report of the Mortgage Foreclosure Task Force. KFH421.5 R47 A85 11-11
Real property leases. KFH421.5 L35 A25 03-5
Privatizing continuing education of real estate brokers and salespersons in Hawaii.
KFH421.5 L35 A25 97-3
Fighting battles in modern American castles: condominium dispute resolution. KFH421.5 L35 A25 96-6
Condominium governance: an examination of some issues. KFH421.5 L35 A25 89-4
A comparative study of the utilization and effects of commercial leases and operating licenses in Hawaii.
KFH421.5 L35 A25 88-8
Two land recording systems. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1987 no. 7
Ownership patterns of land beneath Hawaii's condominiums and cooperative housing projects.
KFH421.5 L35 A25 1987 no. 6
The residential landlord tenant code. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1986 no. 1
A home equity conversion program for Hawaii's elderly homeowners. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1984 no. 1
Condominium conversions in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1982 no. 2
Horizontal property regimes law. KFH114 C6 A25 1977 os
A study of problems in the condominium owner, developer relationship. KFH114 C6 A85 1976
The law of landlord and tenant in Hawaii: a proposed residential landlord, tenant code.
KFH117 A85 1971
Real estate investment trusts and chapter 207, Hawaii Revised Statutes. HG5095 I3 1969
Foreign lenders and mortgage activity in Hawaii. HG2040 U62 H3 1968
Major landholdings in Hawaii: data on land ownership and land use. HD211 H3 H3 1961
Real property tax exemption in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1961 no. 3
A study of large land owners in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 57-2

Roads
Through Kolekole Pass: using Lualualei Naval Road as an emergency evacuation route.
KFH421.5 L35 A25 10-2
Roads in limbo: an analysis of the state, county jurisdictional dispute. KFH421.5 L35 A25 89-11

Rockslides
Rockslides: an examination of legislation in different states. KFH421.5 L35 A25 06-3
Sports

Fair or foul? A sports and entertainment management program at the University of Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 08-2
Extent of tort liability among nonprofit sports organizations in Hawaii. KFH196.3 S65 A25 1988

Statehood

"State" elections prior to admittance into the Union. KFH421.5 L35 A25 51-1

Substance abuse

Drugs, alcohol and the insanity defense: the debate over "settled" insanity. KFH421.5 L35 A25 98-7

Sunset

Sunset: the concept and its experience. KFH421.5 S95 A85 1978

Taxation

Tax relief for natural disasters. KFH421.5 L35 A25 94-2
Tax credits and care for the elderly: the public policy issues. KFH421.5 L35 A25 89-10
Report to the Fourteenth Legislature pursuant to section 3 of Act 347, Session Laws of Hawaii 1987
(to coordinate the development of an alternative to the state's insurance premium tax law).
  KFH421.5 R47 A85 88-110
A review of Hawaii's general excise tax on commissions, focusing on sales representatives.
  KFH483 A85 C48 1982
A study of Hawaii's general excise tax on commissions. KFH483 A85 I83 1977
A study of Hawaii's general excise tax on warranty parts and labor. KFH485 M62 A85 1976
Hawaii tax rate distribution estimates. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1967 no. 4
Hawaii's general excise tax. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1963 no. 2
Tax problems and fiscal policy in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1962 no. 1
Real property tax exemption in Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 1961 no. 3
Federal limitations on the territorial taxing power. KFH421.5 L35 A25 53-1
Enlarging Hawaii's net income tax. KFH421.5 L35 A25 49-4
The tax system of Hawaii. KFH421.5 L35 A25 48-4 Rev. 1950
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Traffic, see Motor vehicles

Transportation
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Veterans
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Volunteers
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Water
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Wildlife, see Animals

Youth, see Children